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Abstract 

Absolute energy spectra [1/(keV·mAs·sr)] for an industrial micro focal 
X-ray source has been measured under working conditions, using a 
Compton scattering spectrometer. The energy spectra were measured as a 
function of tube potential (30 – 190 kV for every 10th kV) at maximum 
tube charge of 8 W for the minimum focus (~5 µm diameter). Target 
material was tungsten. The spectra were measured for a highly focused 
fresh focal spot. Neither focal spot wear (age) nor defocusing of the focal 
spot was considered. 

The measured spectra were compared to simulated spectra for the same 
source supplied by the X-ray source manufacturer. It was found that the 
measured spectra have slightly different energy distributions with a lower 
mean energy even though their emitted number of photons were similar. 
The energy calibration was shown to be accurate compared to the energy 
resolution, ∆hυ=0.5 keV, used. 

Keywords: Micro focus X-ray source, X-ray spectrum 

This work is a part of a series of papers in which computerised 
tomography performance is studied. This series is published in Journal 

of X-ray Science and Technology 8(1) (1998), IOS press. 
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1. Introduction 

Absolute spectra for an industrial micro focal X-ray source have been measured given as the number 
of photons, N, emitted per energy interval, per solid angle and per electric charge (current ⋅ time), 
that is [1/(keV ⋅ mAs ⋅ sr)]. This document contains full spectra data for anyone to use freely with 
proper reference. 

2. Experimental arrangements and handling of data 

2.1. The industrial micro focal set 

The X-ray source investigated was Feinfocus FXE 200.50 micro focal X-ray source with tungsten 
target, (tube potential: 10–200 kV, tube current: 0.01–3.00 mA, focus spot size focused to 5 µm 
diameter for up to 8-W target load, high frequency high voltage generator). It was located in a 
commercially available high-resolution Industrial Computerised Tomography and Digital Radiography 
system (ICT/DR) supplied by OIS Engineering Ltd. Figure 1 shows the experimental equipment 
schematically, except the computer control. Scatter radiation during spectra measurements was 
collected with two radiation traps. Leakage radiation was prevented with a lead plate with a 3-mm 
hole in it. The primary collimator was positioned close to the X-ray tube outlet window [1]. 

2.2. Compton scattering spectrometer 

The Compton spectrometer consists of a scattering chamber with a scatterer, several collimators 
aligned in the spectrometer tube, a planar high purity energy dispersive germanium detector and a 
multi-channel analyser (MCA) connected to a computer. The scatterer was a PMMA rod of 2.0-
mm diameter and 40-mm length. By selecting scattering angle of 90° degrees, incoherent scattering is 
the dominating scattering process, which is presumed in the reconstruction algorithm [2]. However, 
below photon energy of 35-keV, the amount of coherent scattering will grow rapidly. At 15 keV 
approximately 25% of the photons collected come from coherent scattering. The measured spectra 
were corrected for this afterwards, using a simple estimation, since the inherent filtration for the micro 
focal X-ray source studied - only 0.6-mm beryllium. The pulse height distributions measured with the 
germanium detector were collected with a computer and the primary spectra were reconstructed 
from the energy spectra of scattered photons using the algorithm by Matscheko and Ribberfors [3]. 
To obtain high accuracy of the absolute photon number spectrum, corrections are made for multiple 
scattering in the scatterer as well as air scattering within the scattering chamber. 
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Figure 1: The set up of the Compton scattering spectrometer within the micro focus based 
imaging system. Radiation traps were placed in-between the X-ray source and Compton 
spectrometer and spectrometer and image detector system, respectively. 

2.3. Correction for coherent contribution to pulse height distribution. 

The spectrum reconstruction algorithm assumes that the photons coherently scattered from the 
scatterer not significant contribute to the pulse height distribution. This is not a problem with spectra 
from clinical (medicine) X-ray units operating in interval 40-150 kV [2]. But in this case the thin 
beryllium window of this X-ray tube and no use of spectra pre-filtration means that all the spectra 
contain a high number of low energy photons. A non-negligible part of these low energy photons are 
scattered coherently, that is, without energy loss in the spectrometer. The algorithm assumes that all 
scattered photons are Compton scattered and change their values with the energy of the Compton 
shift. Consequently, coherently scattered photons are given to high energies. 

Calculating the coherent (Rayleigh) scattering cross section and the total incoherent scattering cross 
section respectively makes it possible to perform a simple correction for the coherent contribution to 
the energy spectra. 

Atomic form factors, incoherent scattering functions and photon scattering cross sections were 
calculated with the computer program from Hubbell et al. [4]. The coherent scattering cross section 
is defined as: 

( )2,ZhFdd Tcoh υσσ ⋅=  ( 1 ) 

Where dσT is the differential Thomson scattering cross section per electron and F(hυ,Z) is the 
atomic form factor, which is energy, hυ, and material dependent, Z. 

The incoherent scattering cross section is defined as: 

( )ZhSdd KNinc ,υσσ ⋅=  ( 2 ) 

Where dσKN is the differential Klein-Nishina collision cross section per electron and S(hυ,Z) the 
incoherent scattering function. 

All calculations are performed for scatterer material PMMA and scattering angle 90 degrees. 
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2.4. Set up 

The Compton scattering spectrometer was placed on a turntable, with its scatterer perpendicular to 
the central X-ray beam, 292 mm from the X-ray focus. For the energy calibration of the detector 
Americium (Am-241) and Technetium (Tc-99m) were used, with energies 59.54 keV and 140.5 
keV, respectively. Energy channel (∆hυ) width was 0.5 keV. The height of the primary beam was 
limited with a 0.3-mm high gold slit collimator placed approximately 10 mm from the focal spot. The 
X-ray source leakage when using tube potentials above 100 kV was shielded with a 4 mm thick 113 
x 135-mm2 lead plate with a 3 mm central hole. Two lead-lined brass tubes, which served as 
radiation traps, were located as follow. The first trap was placed between the focus and the 
scattering chamber, further reducing X-ray source leakage and scattered photons from the 
collimation. The second radiation trap served as trap for photons passing through the scattering 
chamber and prevented backscatter to the germanium detector. The scattered radiation inside the X-
ray safety enclosure caused by X-ray source leakage was analysed elsewhere [1]. Figure 1 shows 
the set-up of the Compton spectrometer and the radiation traps. 

Aligning the Compton spectrometer is important. The whole volume of the scatterer has to be 
irradiated. The scatterer also has to be perpendicular to the central beam, that is, the rotation around 
the axis from the scatterer to the germanium detector. The scattering angle, towards the Germanium 
detector, also has to be perpendicular to the central beam, since the energy shift of Compton 
scattered photons are depending on the scattering angle. Alignment was done using a stack of 
parallel-plate collimator. It let radiation beams with a divergence of +/- 0.17° pass. The 
spectrometer was aligned that the central beam impinged perpendicular towards the scatterer 
housing front side, in the middle of the scatterer, for the both rotation axes mentioned above within 
the divergence of the parallel-plate collimator. The third rotation axis, tilt of the germanium detector 
out of the plane in Figure 1, was roughly aligned so the scatterer was parallel to the target pin of the 
X-ray source. This angle was, however, least important. Another problem with the aligning was that 
the coolant (liquid nitrogen) of the germanium detector had to be refilled every 4th hour, and the 
narrow X-ray safety enclosure did not permit filling without dismantling the spectrometer set-up. Re-
aligning the spectrometer took 1-1.5 hour. The spectra measurements (Table 1) had to be 
performed during two cooling periods. 

When the Compton spectrometer was realigned the radiation trap was dislodged and accidentally 
covered a small part of the scatterer. This decreased the number of photons in the spectra measured 
during the second cooling period. However, these spectra show no change in the energy distribution 
relative the spectra measured prior to re-cooling of the germanium detector. The number of photons 
of the spectra from cooling period 2 have therefore been adjusted linearly with the mean difference 
between adjacent spectra from cooling period 1 and 2. This was done in the following way: 
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Where Nb
130 and Na

130 stand for before and after correction of the fluence for the spectrum measured 
at a tube potential of 130 kV. 
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2.5.  Data collection 

To keep noise levels approximately the same for all spectra measured; each spectrum was set to a 
total number of counts, which corresponds to the number of channels used. For example, the first 
spectrum measured, at tube potential 120 kV, the maximum energy for the Compton scattered 
photons was 97.2 keV. This maximum photon energy requires 195-channels with 0.5 keV (∆hυ) 
width. With an average of 600 counts per channel the total number of counts for this spectrum was 
set to 117000 counts. Table 1 shows the settings for the different spectrum measurements. First the 
spectrum at 120 kV was used for set-up of the data collection. When this was accomplished, energy 
spectra were collected for declining tube potential, from 190 kV to 140 kV within the first cooling 
period of the germanium detector and from 130 kV to 30 kV in the second cooling period. 

Table 1: Compton scattering spectrometer Measured Data. 
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1 120 0.066 1 18.39 97.2 117000 104.6 
2 190 0.042 1 24.30 138.5 166200 115.2 
3 180 0.044 1 24.48 133.1 159700 107.3 
4 170 0.047 1 23.30 127.6 153100 110.7 
5 160 0.05 1 22.35 122 146200 107.9 
6 150 0.053 1 21.48 116 139200 106.4 
7 140 0.057 1 20.47 109.9 131900 105.8 
8 130 0.061 2 23.35 103.6 124400 87.9 
9 110 0.072 2 21.11 90.5 108600 85.4 
10 100 0.08 2 19.43 83.6 100400 84.9 
11 90 0.088 2 18.41 76.5 91800 81.9 
12 80 0.1 2 17.40 69.2 83000 81.0 
13 70 0.114 2 16.22 61.6 73900 75.3 
14 60 0.133 2 15.21 53.7 64400 69.9 
15 50 0.16 2 14.21 45.5 54600 63.4 
16 40 0.2 2 14.00 37.1 44500 53.0 
17 30 0.266 2 14.28 28.3 34000 39.2 

2.6. Quality of measured spectra 

Simulated spectra for the same X-ray source have been received from the X-ray source supplier [5]. 
To compare the two sets (measured and simulated), number of photons per unit solid angle, energy 
interval and tube charge [mAs] were calculated according to 

( )∫=
U

h hdNN
0

υυ  ( 4 ) 

where Nhυ is the number of photons with energy E and U is the tube potential. 
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3. Results 

Two sets of spectra are available. The as-reconstructed spectra and the corrected spectra are 
shown in tables in files 1 and 2, respectively. 

3.1. Energy spectra 

Figure 2 shows comparisons between the measured and simulated absolute spectra for a tube 
potential of 120 kV. The simulated spectra were received as fluence spectra at 10-cm for a given 
tube charge [1/(keV⋅mm2⋅mAs)] and in order to compare them with the measured spectra they were 
recalculated to [1/(keV⋅mAs⋅sr)]. Both corrected and as reconstructed spectra are shown. 
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Figure 2: Reconstructed energy spectrum from collected scattered pulse height distribution 
for tube potential 120 kV in terms of number of photons per energy interval, solid angle and 
tube charge (mAs) as function of photon energy (hυ). The uppermost solid line spectrum 
contains the sum of incoherent and coherent scattered photons and the solid line below is the 
one corrected for coherent scattered photons. These are compared to the simulated spectrum, 
dotted line. 
In Figure 3a the number of photons, equation ( 4 ), from the measured and simulated spectra are 
shown. The number of photons for the spectra corrected for coherent scattered photons measured 
during the first cooling period of the detector (120, 140–190 kV) coincide well with the number of 
photons for the simulated spectra. The number of photons for the spectra measured during the 
second detector cooling period were significantly below the simulated spectra.  

In Figure 3b, the measured spectra corrected for coherent scattered photons are shown before and 
after correction of the number of photons in the spectra measured during germanium detector cooling 
period 2, according to equation ( 3 ). 

as reconstructed 

corrected 
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Figure 3: a) Total number of photons for all measured spectra shown as function of tube 
potential, N(U). Number of photons from measured spectra containing sum of incoherent and 
coherent scattered photons are shown as (-x-); number of photons for those corrected for 
coherent scattered photons as (o) and the simulated (*). b) The number of photons of the 
spectra corrected for coherent scattered photons are shown before (o) and after (◊) correcting 
the number of photons measured during germanium detector cooling period 2. 
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3.2. Energy spectra max energy 

Table 2 shows the peak energy for each measured spectra, respectively, and the amount of photons 
excluded from spectra above maximum energy for the chosen tube potential for the corrected 
spectra. Figure 4 show some examples of how the max energy was chosen. 
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Figure 4: Example of how the energy spectrum max energy, Emax, was chosen. For tube 
potentials 70, 140 and 190 kV Emax were chosen to 70, 140 and 188.5 keV, respectivley, that 
is, where the number of photons of the spectrum is zero for the first time. Note the increasing 
noise level with increasing tube potential. 

3.3. Measured energy spectra survey 

Figure 5 shows a survey of all the number of photons spectra measured as function of tube potential 
and photon energy. The spectra were corrected for coherent scattered photons; summation photons 
excluded and the spectra measured during detector cooling period two have been adjusted by 
equation ( 3 ) (see section 3.3). 

4. Discussion 

The energy of the characteristic radiation peaks for tungsten in the measured spectra correspond well 
with tabulated values [6]. The errors recorded were insignificant with this resolution (∆hυ) of the 
spectra. These measured spectra are also unaffected of scattered radiation, according to an 
investigation reported in [1]. 

The measured spectra without coherent scattered photons show similar trends as the simulated 
spectra as a function of tube potential (U), according to Figure 3. However, there was a shift of level 
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for the spectra obtained before and after re-cooling the detector between measuring spectra at 140 
and 130 kV, respectively (Table 1). An investigation afterwards  

 
Table 2: Energy spectra max energy chosen 

U [kV] Emax [keV] fraction excluded, x10-4 

30 30 6.5 
40 40 3.3 
50 50.5 4.7 
60 60.5 2.0 
70 70 3.1 
80 80.5 2.5 
90 90 2.8 
100 99.5 3.3 
110 109.5 1.4 
120 120 1.4 
130 130 3.0 
140 140 1.6 
150 149 2.5 
160 160 2.7 
170 170 2.4 
180 180.5 1.8 

190, alt 1 186 2.2 
190, alt 2 188.5 0.7 
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Figure 5: Measured absolute spectra in terms of tube potential, U, and photon energy, 
N(hυ,U). 
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showed that this change depended on dislodging of the anterior radiation trap between the X-ray 
source and the spectrometer in that way it covered a small part of the spectrometer scatterer after 
re-aligning the spectrometer during filling of germanium detector cooling medium. There is no 
evidence that the dislodging of the radiation trap has affected the photon energy distribution, see 
Figure 5. After the correction of the spectra measure during cooling period 2 according to equation ( 
3 ) the number of photons as a function of tube potential, N(U), showed no trace of discontinuation, 
Figure 3b.The only precarious choice of spectrum max energy, Emax, was for 190 kV. It could be set 
to 186 or 188.5-keV, see Figure 4. However, since the difference of excluded amount of photons 
above the Emax is very small (Table 2), it has no practical influence how it is chosen. 

In Figure 5 there are some small traces of characteristic radiation peaks at 88–93 and 102–106 keV 
for the 170–190 kV spectra. This is characteristic radiation from lead, generated when the scattered 
photons from the scatterer hit the lead walls inside the Compton scattering spectrometer chamber 
and eventually found a path passing the internal collimation of the spectrometer to the germanium 
detector. Characteristic energy from lead has photon energies between 72–75 keV and 85–87.3 
keV, respectively, but the energy has been shifted towards higher energy in the Compton 
reconstruction process, since these characteristic photons have been recorded directly. 

5. Conclusion 

Accurate absolute energy spectra for tungsten target micro focal X-ray source under working 
conditions have been measured with a Compton spectrometer. The energy calibration of the 
spectrometer has shown to be accurate in relation to the energy resolution used. The number of 
photons for the measured spectra coincide with those of the simulated spectra supplied by the X-ray 
source manufacturer. The measured spectra show, however, a slightly different energy distribution 
with a lower mean energy. The accuracy of number of photons in the energy spectra measured with 
the Compton spectrometer used has earlier shown to be +/- 6% for the absolute energy spectra and 
+/- 1% for the relative spectra (shape) [2]. 
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